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	Histology Image Review CD-ROM, 9780838537480 (0838537480), McGraw-Hill, 1999
Histology is an image intensive subject. However, this should not necessitate  studentsÐ²Ð‚™ memorization of illustrated material and associated questions.  Histology requires an organized approach to the recognition of the microscopic  anatomy of tissues and a strong knowledge base concerning the structure and  function of those tissues.

Histology ImageReview  was created with the purpose of providing students with a systematic review of  cell and tissue biology and organ histology. It offers several different  magnifications of a structure, tissue or organ as if the student were using a  microscope in the histology laboratory. We have compiled over 1200 images  arranged in twenty chapters beginning with an introduction to histology and  concluding with the organs of special sense. Both light and electron micrographs  are included in the chapters. In addition, Histology ImageReview  contains selected clinical correlations which augment basic histological  information. Furthermore, the program provides a mechanism for self-assessment  employing image-based questions and learning responses. The authors hope that  the total package will enable students to develop a framework for study and  review of histology that is based on understanding and recognition rather than  rote memorization.

The authors thank Mary Jo Norris for  providing many of the electron micrographs included in this publication. In  addition, we are deeply indebted to Ann Bretschneider of the Kessler Teaching  Laboratories of the Robert Wood Johnson Medical School for assistance with the  clinical correlations. She not only furnished us with microscope slide material  but also contributed some of her own micrographs to the project. We are grateful  to William Crossland of Wayne State University School of Medicine for his  thorough review of the program in its early stages. Many of his suggested  changes were incorporated into the final version. Lastly, the authors thank Ed  Tice for his devoted assistance and boundless computer expertise in the  development of the program and Alexander Grimwade for his perseverance in the  completion of the program despite numerous obstacles.
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Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2008

	Thoroughly updated with new examples and the latest research findings, this new edition also boasts updates case studies in each chapter, taken from recent editions of the Financial Times, that illustrate the practical implications of the issues raised.



	This book is about creating and sustaining superior performance in the...

		

Adipose Tissue and Adipokines in Health and Disease (Nutrition and Health)Humana Press, 2007

	This book presents a comprehensive survey of adipose tissue, its physiological functions, and its role in disease. The volume spans the entire range of adipose tissue studies, from basic anatomical and physiological research to epidemiology and clinical studies. Groundbreaking recent studies are incorporated into traditional models of adipose...


		

Biometrics For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Biometric technology is a HOT topic. The most recent (ISC)2 Global Workforce Survey of over 7,500 security professionals from around the world have cited biometrics as the number one security project for organizations in North America, and the number two security project in the world overall.

Most companies aren’t using any form of...




	

The Optics of Life: A Biologist's Guide to Light in NatureOxford University Press, 2011

	Optics--a field of physics focusing on the study of light--is also central to many areas of biology, including vision, ecology, botany, animal behavior, neurobiology, and molecular biology. The Optics of Life introduces the fundamentals of optics to biologists and nonphysicists, giving them the tools they need to successfully incorporate...


		

Visual and Spatial Analysis: Advances in Data Mining, Reasoning, and Problem SolvingSpringer, 2005

	Advanced visual analysis and problem solving has been conducted successfully for millennia. The Pythagorean Theorem was proven using visual means more than 2000 years ago. In the 19th century, John Snow stopped a cholera epidemic in London by proposing that a specific water pump be shut down. He discovered that pump by visually correlating...


		

iPhone For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Play podcasts, music, videos, and photo slideshows
   Customize your iPhone, fill it with cool stuff, even use it to manage your life   

   With Apple's iPhone, you have the world virtually in your pocket. But because it does so much, there's much to know about using it! This full-color guide shows you...
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